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JUMPING INTO ITS SECOND SEASON 
like it’s been running for years, the hit 
US comedy/romance/mystery/cop 
hybrid is deservedly brimming with 
confidence. Tough NYPD ’tec Stana 
Katic is still pretending not to like 
Nathan Fillion’s cocky crime writer 
– and he’s still pretending to research 
his next novel as he tags along on all 
her murder cases. The premise might 
be straining, but the crackling chemistry 
and wit has been matured, refined and 
distilled into a fine old-school 
buddy-cop series. Paul Bradshaw
EXTRAS
! Featurettes ! Deleted scenes/outtakes  
! Music videos 

CASTLE: SEASON 2 15

2009-10  OUT 16 APR  £29.99 DVD

RELEASED TO MARK 100 YEARS OF 
morbid obsession with the Titanic 
tragedy, The History Channel delivers 
another overstuffed boxset. Three 
discs of endless hours of archive 
footage, underwater archaeology  
and computer reconstructions cover 
everything you ever wanted to know. 
The ‘Deluxe Centenary Edition’ even 
comes with a memorabilia pack and 
CD of music that the ship’s band might 
have been playing as they sank into 
the North Atlantic. Paul Bradshaw
EXTRAS
! Featurettes ! CD/book/memorabilia pack 

TITANIC: 100  
YEARS BELOW E

2012  OUT NOW  £11.99 DVD,  
£32.99 Special Edition DAVID SIMON’S POST!KATRINA SERIES 

brings the meticulousness of The Wire 
to bear on the story of New Orleans. 
Season 1’s detailed approach was an 
antidote to the ADD news coverage 
Simon rails against. Season 2 continues 
in a similar vein, using the musical 
storytelling tradition of the city to tell  
its own meditative tale of people 
surviving and rebuilding in the face of 
opportunism and indifference. Once 
the initial point’s made, events become 
more conventionally dramatic. Still, it 
compels like nobody else’s work and 
remains essential. Nathan Ditum
EXTRAS
! Commentaries ! Featurettes

TREME: SEASON 2 TBC

2011  OUT 30 APR  £27.99 DVD, £36.49 BD
DOWNTON ABBEY AT SEA: THIS 
four-part ITV drama ties into the 
centenary of the RMS Titanic’s fateful 
voyage with a screenplay by Julian 
Fellowes. All four episodes take the 
ensemble cast through myriad class 
tensions and romantic subplots, with 
Linus Roache, Celia Imrie and Toby 
Jones on top form. More surprising  
is the inventive decision to set each 
episode during the hours leading up to 
the fatal iceberg collision, deepening 
our understanding of the characters. 
Solid, but doesn’t come close to sinking 
Cameron’s epic. Jamie Russell
EXTRAS
! TBC

TITANIC TBC

2012  OUT 16 APR  £19.99 DVD, £24.99 BD

Andrew Lowry
EXTRAS
! None

THE STORY OF FILM: AN ODYSSEY 15

2011  OUT 23 APRIL  £49.99 DVD

Fantastic voyage
A film education without the musty lecture halls.
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